
INTRODUCTION

Overactive bladder (OAB) is a common medical condition
characterised by urinary urgency, usually accompanied
by frequency and nocturia, with or without urinary
incontinence, in the absence of urinary tract infection
(UTI) or other obvious pathology.1,2 OAB appears to
have a peak incidence that occurs between 5 and 7
years of age,3 which can have influence on physical and
mental health.4 A child with OAB has a very good chance
of becoming an adult who continues to have the problem
of OAB.5

Though mostly regarded as a self-limiting condition that
resolves in most cases over time, the symptom could
last for months to years, which can disrupt daily activities

and decrease the quality of life.6 Urotherapy, biofeedback
and neuromodulation are frequently used non-pharma-
cological treatment strategies in clinical practice. Uro-
therapy is still the first line treatment choice for carrying
little risk of adverse risks and the potential benefits.7

Bladder training and pelvic floor muscle training have
also showed significant treatment response.8

As resistant OAB may bring confusion to clinical treat-
ment,9 further understanding of lower urinary tract
function may be instructive for treatment and provide
more professional support, which will increase patients'
persistence and adherence to other treatment.10

The aim of the study was to determine if urodynamic
study findings could influence the treatment effect in
urotherapy-resistant overactive bladder.

METHODOLOGY

It was a cross-sectional study conducted from January
2016 to March 2018 at the Department of Pediatric
Urology, Children's Hospital of Chongqing Medical
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ABSTRACT
Objective: To assess the correlation between urodynamic study findings and urotherapy treatment response in children
with urotherapy-resistant overactive bladder (OAB).
Study Design: A cross-sectional study.
Place and Duration of Study: Department of Pediatric Urology, Children's Hospital of Chongqing Medical University,
Chongqing, China, from January 2016 to March 2018.
Methodology: The study included 232 children presented with urotherapy-resistant OAB defined as (completing three-
month standard urotherapy with sustained OAB symptoms. After excluding urinary infection and neurogenic, anatomical
abnormalities, urodynamic study (UDS) was proceeded to record DO (detrusor overactivity) and maximum CBC (cystometry
bladder capacity), pelvic floor awareness was guided during UDS. Following UDS, standard urotherapy and pelvic floor
training was continued for another month and treatment effect was evaluated.
Results: At the end of one-month; of urotherapy following UDS, significant response (SR) was observed in 57.3%
(133/232) children. As 28.9% (67/232) children showed partial response (PR), the other 13.8% (32/232) children showed
no response (NR). The results showed that patients with normal bladder function or DO respond equally well to urotherapy.
The percentage of significant response (SR) was 68.9% (93/135) and 60.0% (27/45) (p=0.148), which was significantly
better than children with decreased CBC (DCBC) (SR: 33.3%, 10/30) or DO+DCBC (SR: 13.6%, 3/22, p=0.000). 
Conclusion: Urodynamic verification of DO is not a prerequisite for urotherapy treatment response. Decreased
cystometry bladder capacity (DCBC) found in UDS may suggest a poorer treatment response to urotherapy than patients
with normal CBC.
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University, Chongqing, China. The study was approved
by the Ethics Committee of Hospital. Informed consents
were given by all patients' parents. All patients were
diagnosed with OAB by symptoms, according to the
ICCS guidelines. A total of 232 patients with an average
age of 76 months (36-168 months), referring with
complaints of urotherapy-resistant OAB, were enrolled
into this study. The inclusion criteria were toilet-trained
children with OAB symptoms resistant to three to five-
month standard urothearpy, The exclusion criteria were
children with enuresis and constipation with neurological
disease, possible neuropathy, urinary infection or
anatomic abnormality of the urinary tract. 

When first diagnosed with OAB, patients were educated
about normal LUT function and how they deviated from
normal. Then they were treated with standard urotherapy
which comprised education of the child and family,
appropriate fluid intake, regular optimal voiding
regimens and bowel programmes for three to five
months. No other specific interventions of urotherapy
such as pelvic floor muscle awareness, biofeedback
training, and neuromodulation were used.  

After three- to five-month standard urothearpy, if
symptoms of OAB persisted, then UDS was carried out.
With patient laying 30 degrees supine, a 6-7 Fr double-
lumen catheter was inserted into the bladder to record
bladder pressure, and a small (8 Fr) rectal balloon
catheter was placed to record the abdominal pressure
and pelvic floor pressure. Temperature of the infusate
was about 27oC to 30oC. The filling rate was 5% of
expected bladder capacity (EBC) per minute, the
standard formula for calculating expected bladder
capacity is EBC=age (years) ×30+30 (expressed in ml).
During infusion, to reduce anxiety, patients were
accompanied by parents and provided with some
videos. DO and CBC (cystometry bladder capacity) were
recorded during cystometry, CBC was defined as the
volume of urine drained after the UDS and was
compared with the maximum voiding volume (MVV)
recorded by parents. If CBC was markedly less than
voiding volume and the patient was anxious, then
catheters were kept and patients were relaxed to adapt
to the UDS environment. The second UDS was
conducted about 30 minutes later, and the infusion rate
was about half rate of the first time to prolong the
infusion. The maximum cystometric capacity was
recorded as CBC. When CBC/EBC <60%, it was defined
as DCBC (decreased cystometry bladder capacity). DO
was defined as the occurrence of involuntary detrusor
contractions during cystometry. Children without DO or
DCBC were defined as having normal bladder function.

During UDS, when patients felt urgency or urgency signs
such as adduction of toes or clamping perineum were
observed, then infusion was paused, and children were
guided to contract the pelvic floor muscle. An increase of

the pressure recorded by the rectal balloon catheter
suggested that the pelvic floor contraction was effective.
Infusion was restarted when urgency disappeared. After
the urodynamic evaluation, children were treated with
standard urotherapy and specific intervention (contract
pelvic floor muscle when urgency felt) for another month.
All patients were evaluated by clinical symptoms just
after the one-month standard urotherapy and pelvic floor
training following the UDS. When evaluating the results
of treatment response, significant response (SR) was
defined as reduction of the complaints more than 90%.
The result was regarded as partial response (PR) when
complaints reduced by 50% to 90%. No response (NR)
was defined as reduction of complaints less than 50%. 

Statistical descriptions of enumeration data were expressed
by proportion. Pearson Chi-Square (for categorical data),
Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney (for continuous data)
were used for statistical analysis through the software
package of SPSS 19.0. Spearman's correlation was run
to analyse the relationship between the patient's age
and treatment response. The level of significance was
set at 0.05.

RESULTS

During the time period, 965 children were seen in our
centre for complaints of urgency, but only 232 children
were included into this study. Of the 232 children (158
boys, 74 girls), the ratio of overactive bladder in boys
and girls is 2.14:1. The age distribution was 37.1% (86/
232) children ranging from 3 to 5 years, 35.3% (82/232)
children from 5 to 7 years, with the leftover 27.6%
(64/232) children older than 7 years. The prevalence of
OAB decreased in older children.

Of the 232 children, urodynamic studies of the lower
urinary tract revealed bladder dysfunction in 41.8%
(97/232) children, of which 19.4% (45/232) children were
found with DO, 12.9% (30/232) children with DCBC, and
the leftover 9.5% (22/232) children with DCBC as well as
DO. No statistical differences were observed between
boys and girls (Table I). 

The urodynamic findings of OAB for different age groups
were as follows: For the 86 children ranging from 3 to 5
years, 60.5% (52/86) were normal, 25.6% (22/86) were
found with DO, and 13.9% (12/86) were found with
DCBC or DO+DCBC. For the 82 children ranging from 5
to 7 years, 58.5% (48/82) were normal, 19.5% (16/82)
with DO, and the leftover 21.9% (18/82) with DCBC or
DO+DCBC. For the 64 children older than 7 years,
54.7% (35/64) were normal, 10.9% (7/64) with DO, but
the rate of DCBC or DO+DCBC was up to 34.4%
(22/64). Pearson Chi-square test was used to compare
the ratio of different urodynamic findings for various age
groups, no statistically significant difference of normal
bladder function or DO was observed  between different
age groups (p=0.775, 0.081). But for children older than
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7 years, the frequency of DCBC or DO+DCBC was
significantly higher than children ranging from 3 to 7
years of age (p=0.012).

All patients got follow-up at the end of one-month
standard urotherapy and pelvic floor training after the
UDS.

According to the evaluation criterion described earlier, of
the 232 patients, 57.3% (133/232) children showed SR,
28.9% (67/232) children had PR, with the leftover 13.8%
(32/232) children showed NR to the one-month
urotherapy and pelvic floor training.

For the 86 children ranging from 3 to 5 years, 8.1% (7/86)
showed NR to urotherapy, 29.1% (25/86) got PR, with
the leftover 62.8% (54/86) showed SR. For patients from
5 to 7 years, 13.4% (11/82) were found with NR, 28.0%
(23/82) with PR, 58.5% (48/82) with SR. For the 64
patients older than 7 years, 21.9% (14/64) showed NR,
29.7% (19/64) showed PR, with the leftover 48.4%
(31/64) showed SR. A Spearman's correlation was run to
determine the relationship between the patient's age and
treatment response to urotherapy. There was a weak
negative monotonic correlation between age and
treatment response to urotherapy (Spearman's correlation,
rs=-0.138, n=232, p=0.035).

For the 135 patients with normal bladder function, 68.9%
(93/135) children showed SR, 26.7% (36/135) showed
PR, and 4.4% (6/135) showed NR to urotherapy. Of the
45 children with DO, 60.0% (27/45) achieved SR, 24.4%
(11/45) had PR, and 15.6% (7/45) showed NR. For the

30 patients found with DCBC in the UDS, 33.3% (10/30)
attained SR, 43.3% (13/30) had PR, and 23.3% (7/30)
showed NR. When evaluating the 22 children with
DO+DCBC, 13.6% (3/22) achieved SR, 31.8% (7/22)
had PR, and 54.5% (12/22) showed NR to urotherapy.

No statistically significant difference was observed
between children with normal bladder function and
children with DO (p=0.148, Mann-Whitney test) to
urotherapy. But for children with normal bladder function,
the treatment response to urotherapy was significantly
better than children with DCBC or DO+DCBC (p<0.001,
Mann-Whitney test). Similar significant difference was
also observed between children with DO and DO+DCBC
(p<0.001, Mann-Whitney test, Table II).

DISCUSSION

The definition of OAB is based on symptoms only and
allows establishing an initial treatment without having to
go through other complex exam, but this may cause
confusion in the diagnosis and evaluation of the
problem.11,12 Especially, when the symptoms of OAB
showed resistant to the initial treatment, how should
doctors choose other treatment strategies? If anti-
cholinergic agents were routinely chosen as the second
line therapy for OAB, it is inevitable that there will be
more children faced with the problem of anticholinergic
side effects.

Though mostly regarded as a self-limiting condition that
resolves in most cases over time, the symptoms could
last for months to years, which can disrupt daily activities
and decrease the quality of life.6 Some studies indicated
that if the condition continues over a long period of time,
bladder wall thickening may occur, for which the capacity
of bladder will decrease.3 The decreased bladder
capacity may further aggravate the urinary frequency,
thus a vicious circle of overactive bladder was
developed. In the present study, higher prevalence of
DCBC or DO+DCBC was observed in children older
than 7 years of age, and a weak negative correlation
between age and treatment response to urotherapy was
observed, which could further verify the viewpoint.
Children's age was found to be a negative predictor of
training result, which is not in line with other
publications,13 the reason for which is that in this study,
DCBC was more frequently found in the older children.

The pathophysiology of OAB has not been well under-
stood. Altered function of the detrusor muscle, peripheral
motor and sensory nerves, and central neural elements
all contribute to the condition.14 The dysfunctional
voiding of children is associated with the irregular and
fluctuating muscle contractions of urethral sphincter or
pelvic floor.15 So, it is essential to understand the
differential diagnosis of OAB, so that it can be treated
accordingly.
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Table I: Urodynamic study findings of the 232 children with overactive
bladder.

Gender (n) Normal DO DCBC DO + DCBC p-value

n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

Male (158) 94 (59.5) 30 (19.0) 21 (13.3) 13 (8.2) 0.787#

Female (74) 41 (55.4) 15 (20.2) 9 (12.2) 9 (12.2)

Total (232) 135 (58.2) 45 (19.4) 30 (12.9) 22 (9.5)

# Pearson Chi-square test, =0.05. 
DO = Detrusor overactivity; DCBC = Decreased cystometry bladder capacity,
DO + DCBC = Detrusor overactivity with decreased cystometry bladder capacity.

Table II: Treatment response to urotherapy among children with different
urodynamic findings.

Urodynamic Treatment result of one-month follow-up (n)

study finding (n)              SR (n) PR (n) NR (n) P-value

Normal (135) 93 36 6 <0.001#

DO (45) 27 11 7

DCBC (30) 10 13 7

DO+DCBC (22) 3 7 12

Treatment response difference between different groups

Normal Vs DO 0.148*

DCBC <0.001*

DO+DCBC <0.001*

DO Vs DCBC 0.041*

DO+DCBC <0.001*

DCBC Vs DO+DCBC 0.019*
#Kruskal-Wallis, =0.05. Treatment response difference among the four groups.
*Mann-Whitney test, =0.05.



It is believed that UDS may help to assess the
pathophysiology of OAB,16 but there were reports
showing that DO and pelvic floor electromyography
(EMG) could not predict the response to antimuscarinic
treatment or urotherapy.17 So, it is recommended that
UDS should not be used in the initial evaluation of
patients with OAB, but UDS should be considered in the
presence of refractory or complex symptoms.17,18 De
Jong et al. stated that invasive urodynamic studies, such
as cystometry, is reserved for patients for whom the
outcome of such studies is expected to change the
therapeutic regime.19 In the present study, UDS was
carried out for the OAB symptoms which were resistant
to three- to five-month standard urotherapy comprising
education of the child and family, appropriate fluid
intake, and regular optimal voiding. As urotherapy
contains another category of specific interventions of
urotherapy which include pelvic floor muscle awareness,
biofeedback training and neuromodulation, during our
UDS, pelvic floor muscle contraction was guided when
urgency attacked. After UDS evaluation, all patients
were asked to continue standard urotherapy and pelvic
floor muscle training for another one month, then
treatment response was evaluated. Overall, the present
results show that patients with symptoms of OAB but
with normal bladder function respond equally well to
those with DO to urotherapy. The treatment response to
standard urotherapy with pelvic floor training was
suboptimal for children with DCBC, which was in line
with the findings of another publication where a lower
bladder volume observed in UDS may indicate a more
severe clinical substrate and thus predict a poorer
treatment response.13 For these children, other treat-
ment strategies, such as anticholinergic agents, should
be considered. Moreover, the UDS could help to make
treat-ment more individualised. When empiric treatment
has failed, UDS is very important in diagnosing OAB and
directing treatment.14

In this study, pelvic floor awareness was guided during
UDS which may help patients to contract the pelvic floor
muscle correctly, and there is study showing that bladder
training and pelvic floor muscle training have significant
treatment response.8 This is somewhat like a biofeed-
back and is the possible mechanism why the treatment
response was much better in the one-month urotherapy
after the UDS.  

So far, the correlation between DO and OAB has not yet
been understood. Most studies tried to characterise
OAB by whether or not DO was verified by UDS, but the
relationship between DO and the pathophysiology of
OAB was neglected. Some studies demonstrated that
patients with DO may show a more severe form of OAB.14

What is more, UDS can provide other information of
lower urinary tract, such as CBC, bladder compliance,
bladder outlet obstruction and the state of sphincter. For
children with OAB, it is difficult to judge whether the

decreased voiding volume is caused by DCBC or
frequency, and during UDS, infusion was suspended
when urgency attacked, which may help to reach the
maximum CBC close to reality. The treatment options for
OAB are divided into three levels. The first-line treatment
is behavioral therapy, which includes urotherapy,
bladder training and pelvic floor muscle training.20 The
benefits of urotherapy are significant and patients just
carry little to no risk of adverse effects.7 The second-line
treatment is medication. Antimuscarinics have remained
the mainstay of treatment in children with overactive
bladder when urotherapy and biofeedback could not get
symptom remission, but the children will be faced with
adverse effects such as dry mouth, constipation, blurred
vision and cognitive adverse effects.3 When patients do
not improve with first- and second-line treatment for
OAB, then the third-line treatment, which includes neuro-
modulation of the nerves controlling bladder function
should be considered.7 The third-line treatment includes
peripheral tibial nerve stimulation, sacral neuro-
modulation and botulinum toxin A injection into the
bladder, all of which have been approved by FDA.

In the present study, patients with symptoms of OAB, but
without DCBC, respond better to those with DCBC to
urotherapy. There are many factors such as DO, CBC,
sphincter state, and social psychological factors that
may influence the treatment effect of OAB. It may be
argued that DCBC is a possible negative influence factor
for the treatment response of OAB. The correlation
between OAB and DCBC is still not understood. As there
was no long-term follow-up, a further study is needed
to investigate the pathophysiology of OAB. For children
with DCBC and urotherapy-resistant OAB, other
treatment strategies, such as antimuscarinic treatment,
should be considered.

There are still some limitations to this study. As known,
constipation is a very important aspect in children with
urinary symptoms.21 Though children with constipation
were excluded from this study, but bowel movement
data was not collected and analysed for children
included, which may influence the choice of treatment,
strategy and evaluation of treatment effect. 

CONCLUSION
For OAB children, age may be one of the negative
influence factors to the treatment effect of urotherapy,
though the correlation is weak. Urodynamic verification
of DO is not a prerequisite for urotherapy treatment
response. Children with DCBC verified by UDS may
suggest a poorer treatment response to urotherapy. If
the OAB symptoms showed resistant to urotherapy,
UDS is worth to be considered and may help to guide
the correct pelvic floor muscle contraction and choose
other treatment strategies. Further study on the correlation
between DCBC and the pathophysiology of OAB is
needed.
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